
For Everyone, For Ever
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The Children's Country House at Sudbury oers a fun 

educational experience for children and their families. 

Oering brilliant gardens, a museum highlighting the history 

of childhood, and the Hall, this araction is a much-loved 

location in the Derbyshire countryside.

Driven by the National Trust’s strategy “for everyone, for 

ever,” the Children’s Country House team have been working 

diligently to enhance accessibility at their property for years. 

Central to their recent plans has been the adaptation of an 

existing space into a new Changing Places facility and 

sensory room. However, permission had to first be sought 

from the local authority to allow building works to 

commence within such a historic property.

Our turnkey service covered every aspect of this project. 

From managing the planning process to the complete design 

and build of both Changing Places facility and new sensory 

room, we sympathetically renovated this property with 

minimal input from the busy Sudbury team.  

Changing Places & Sensory Case Study: Sudbury Hall, National Trust

A Rich Heritage: Sudbury Hall was built 

between 1660 and 1680 by George Vernon, 

and further extended (east wing) in 1876. 

With such a rich heritage, renovation works 

had to remain extremely sympathetic.
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The Sudbury team had a goal to create an inclusive hub 

at the heart of their property by installing a Changing 

Places toilet and adjacent sensory room. RISE delivered 

both, covering every aspect of the installation, from the 

initial framing out of the rooms to the plumbing, 

electrics, and installation of all specialist equipment.

— completing all works within a six-week period.

Our first task was to obtain listed building consent. So, 

we submied and managed a planning application, 

which included details of how proposed works would 

minimize any impact on the existing building fabric. 

Permission was quickly granted in October 2021. 

An Inclusive Hub

The project was funded in part by Derbyshire Council, 

as part of the government’s broader £30m Changing 

Places initiative, and our team set to work in June 2022 

The new Changing Places features premium materials 

throughout and includes a height-adjustable changing 

bench, basin, and ceiling track hoist system, as well as 

graphic feature wall and all other fixtures required to 

fully register the facility. The smaller sensory room 

features a host of specialist lighting and audio 

equipment to calm and engage neurodiverse visitors.  

   Room Within a Room: To pacify the Local Planning Authority,

all works were complete with minimal impact to the original building. 

, 

Premium Finish: The CPT includes anti-slip flooring, suspended 

ceiling, high-impact wall panelling, and custom feature graphics.

Changing Places & Sensory Case Study: Sudbury Hall, National Trust

“The RISE team have provided so much more than an installation service. 

Since our initial meeting, communication has been clear and their turnkey 

service has covered every aspect of this project from initial consultancy 

and design to planning permission, the build itself, and aftercare.”

Thomas Bamforth — Programming & Partnerships Manager 
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“The RISE team have provided so much more 

than an installation service. Since our initial 

meeting, communication has been clear and 

their turnkey service has covered every aspect 

of this project from initial consultancy and 

design to planning permission, the build itself, 

and aftercare.”

The Sudbury team’s vision and commitment to 

enhance accessibility in such a comprehensive 

way made this project a pleasure to work on. 

More importantly, they were delighted with the 

process and end result, as Thomas Bamforth, 

Programming & Partnerships Manager at The 

Children’s Country House, explains:

Access For Everyone

The combination of installing both a Changing 

Places and sensory room is currently a rare 

occurrence at most aractions, though it 

signifies the Trust’s ethos to provide access 

for everyone, as Thom concludes: 

“The National Trust is for everyone, and we want 

to make it easy for all visitors to enjoy the places 

we care for. The new hub at Sudbury is a great 

example of this — it’s inclusive, high quality, and 

something that we’re extremely proud of.”  

Changing Places & Sensory Case Study: Sudbury Hall, National Trust

   Enhanced Provision: The additional sensory room in extremely

progressive addition, and will hugely benefit neurodiverse visitors. 

Fully Compliant: The CPT contains premium equipment 

throughout and is registered with the Changing Places Consortium.

Changing Places

Remove existing 

lobby door

Build new timber frame 300mm from external

walls to protect existing fabric/ironmongery

new lobby area

Sensory room
Internal specification TBC

x2 pocket doors to 

access both new rooms

Colostomy 

Shelf

Waste Bin

Height Adjustable Basin with 

Grab Rails & Soap Dispenser 

Robe Hooks

Mobile

Privacy

Screen

Radiator

Full Coverage Ceiling 

Track Hoist System

Height Adjustable Changing Bench

Hygiene Roll Dispenser

Toilet with Fixed & 

Dropdown Grab Rails

Panic Alarm

Mirror 2,100mm

2,030mm

3,400mm

3,600mm

Please Note: 

Design subject to approval 

from heritage oicer — 

a process that we’ll 

manage on your behalf.
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Approved Plans: 

We adapted a relatively unused room into an all inclusive hub, featuring new 

Changing Places and sensory room — both accessed via a newly formed lobby.

For further information about 

Changing Places toilets or to 

schedule a free consultation, 

please call 07729 224 738 or 

email hello@riseadapt.co.uk
Changing Places

new lobby

Sensory room
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